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Abstract

Recent studies on early Iron Age societies offer the possibility to reconsider inner organisation aspects of  

different east alpine cultural groups who lived between the VII and V century BC. This paper summarises 

some of the recent theories concerning female position, proposed by several authors. Three female burials  

study cases are going to be presented; one from each of the following cemeteries: Misincinis- Paularo (Italy),  

Frög (Austria) and the burial ground near Stična (Slovenia). Each case will be followed by a presentation of 

the possible existence of an alternative female gender role. Considerations of the recovered iconography and 

the symbolism on the archaeological evidence, allowed to reconsider the female position of these high status 

women.

Introduction:

Archaeological  research  on  proto  Celtic  societies  increasingly  provides  evidence  of  female 

aristocratic graves in Central and Eastern Europe, in a period of time ranging from the VIII almost to the  

beginning of the V century BC. The interpretation given to the role of these high status individuals often 

depended on the analyses of associated artefacts. Women were considered to be mothers, wives, or generally 

subservient in a male warrior society. Authors such as Christopher Knüsel and Biba Teržan1, focused their 

studies on the importance of the female aristocracy and their gender roles. They asserted that certain women 

had also other and important roles in their society.

The investigations conducted in the alpine valleys  of the north-eastern area of Italy,  Austria and 

Slovenia provided further evidence that could reinforce the above interpretations. Their grave goods found in 

male and female graves were enriched by a highly elaborate iconographic repertoire of symbols.  These  

derived from the cultural and commercial interaction with cultures such as the Etruscan, Picenean, Venetian  

and those from the Eastern European Steppe Cultures .

This paper attempts to present a few alternative female gender roles based on the evidence left from 

the high status burials in these areas. It will begin with an analysis of the problems connected with female  

interpretations in burial contexts. It will be followed by the presentation of three women's individual case  

studies from the Necropolis of Misincinis - Paularo (Italy), the East Hallstatt Necropolis of Frög - Austria  

and from the burial ground of Stična - Slovenia. Each case will  be followed by a discussion about  the  

considerations proposed by several scholars in regards to artefacts and iconographic element related to the  

female role. The arguments here presented aim to present some of existing considerations about the gender  

roles covered by some prominent women who lived in these Adriatic regions between the VII and the V 

century BC. 

1 Knüsel 2002; Teržan 2004



Women: Problems related to sex and gender research in protohistoric societies

According to  authors  like  Teržan,  women's  role  and position needs to  be understood and placed in 

relation to the status and role that men had in the same society during the Early Iron Age. 2 Women acted as 

wives, mothers, servants and were under men's authority. Several authors agree that these considerations 

were generated by a bourgeois  gender  conception of  society from the late  XVIII-  XIX  centuries3.  The 

patristic nature of state-level societies, today as in the past, associated power, authority and wealth to the  

male  gender4.  Therefore,  these  considerations  belong  to  an  anachronistic  imposition  on  the  past  of 

contemporary gender norms and ideas5. 

Wars  and  especially  between  the  19th and  20th centuries.  As  a  consequence,  reports  and 

documentations are sometimes lacking in accuracy and other data have been even lost. Moreover, in order to 

describe these populations the reference sources used were Roman and Greek epigraphical and written texts.  

Women did not always have a relevant position in these societies and neither in their accounts6. Furthermore, 

these sources were not taking into consideration the unique characteristics of each different social kin group 

present in these alpine central European regions. Certain societies also retained local traditions and cults  

which were expressed with different manifestations of art and religious cults since the Urnfield period7. 

In these necropolis it is often possible to identify Double burials. This type of grave deposition is 

still interpreted as the result of a female (or male) sacrifice for the deceased authority or warrior. Recently,  

authors tend also to admit that secondary burials were not always deposited at the same time with high status  

men8. Anthropological analysis proved that some atypical male warrior burials (which contained female and 

male gender grave goods in Austria and Bavaria)9 actually belonged to those of a single female individual 

only10. 

It  is  generally acknowledged that funerary archaeology suffers  from ascribing  the  biological  sex of  an 

individual on the basis of associated grave goods and dress11. Gender role and sex of female individuals were 

interpreted from the comparative analyses of artefacts found in similar burials. Artefacts and symbols placed 

with the body during the funerary rite are not always the indication of a specific sex, neither allow us to  

understand the gender role of the deceased individual in his society12. However, decorated Objects with a 

symbolic iconography possibly had a religious and antropopaic value13  and they can provide some important 

indications.

The princess of Vix: a research model

The most renown and controversial example of high status woman burial is the Princess or Lady of  

2 Težan 2004.
3 Knüsel 2002 p. 297. 
4 Knüsel 2002 p.297. 
5 Allinger 2007 p. 2. 
6 Knüsel 2002
7 Alliger 2007
8 Tomedi 2002 
9 Alliger 2007 p. 3 
10 Alliger 2007 p. 3
11 Parker Peason 1999 p. 97
12 Alliger 2007
13 Knüsel 2002 p. 295 noticed that if a apparently common objects is in the hand of a ritualist its function can change. Alliger 2007



Vix. Her discovery was made by R. Joffroy in a barrow located at Vix near Châtillon- sur-Seine (Côte d'Or-

France), in 195314 . Many scholars associated the grave goods found in this grave to a male personality  

connected to the Hillfort of Mont Lassois15. The human remains were analysed in different occasions and 

proved that this precious grave belonged of a female individual16. This woman was interpreted as a princess, 

an aristocrat, or even a possible Greek trader's daughter married to a local nobleman17. Scholars recognized 

the importance of her discovery. However, her idealised female role did not change. Her wealth depended on 

the submissive function she covered in a male warrior society. 

Christopher Knüsel proposed an alternative interpretation for the remains of 'the princess of Vix’. 

He reassessed the available data18.  This allowed him to conclude that this female individual had a very 

influential role in her society. She was a possible priestess, who lived around 500 BC19. 

Female gender roles research in Iron Age Iconography of Italy, Austria and Slovenia

Since the discovery of the princes of Vix, archaeologists became able to recognize similar funeral  

contexts. These Iron Age cultures left us with a variety of iconographic representations drawn on pottery 20 or 

embossed on bronze artefacts especially in Austria, in Slovenia and in the north-east of Italy. In few of these 

artefacts IT is possible TO notice the representation of female figures21. These motives depicted daily life 

and ritual scenes or even the schematic representation of their cults. Spindle whorls, looms weights, gold 

objects or power insignia like sceptres in some female graves, induced scholar to reconsider these female  

individuals positions. Early Iron Age high status women covered possibly also non traditional gender roles. 

Study  case  Nr.1:  The  cremated  female  remains  recovered  in  the  cist  Nr.  18  of  the  necropolis  of 

Misincinis- Paularo Italy. Introduction to the research area: the ancient region of the Caput Adrie

The areas between the Eastern Alps and the Upper Adriatic Sea coasts were know in antiquities as  

Caput Adrie. The central Italian peninsula civilizations crossed these areas to trade with the cultural groups  

which settled in modern Austria, Slovenia and Croatia between the VIII and the V century BC. Etruscan and  

the  Picenean  influenced  the  development  of  the  coastal  areas  between  the  VIII  an  VI  century  BC. 

Consequentially,  trade roots were established along the Save Valley and through the Julian Alps.  These 

reached the Hallstatt cultures from the Oriental Danube areas22. A second trade route crossed the region and 

went through the Carnic Alps valleys. 23  

The necropolis of Misinchinis Paularo (Italy) and the female grave Nr. 18

The first example of wealthy woman was discovered on the south-west slope of a hill of the locality of  

14 Mohen J. P. 1991.
15 Knüssel 2002 p.279; Parker Pearson 1999 p.97. 
16 Parker Pearson 1999 p.97; Knüssel 2002 p. 291.
17 Knüsel 2002 p. 278.
18 Knüsel 2002 .
19 Ibid 2002 .
20 Gleirscher 2011 p.166 These were local imitation of Mediterranean vessels which developed from the VII century BC.
21 Aigner-Foresti 1980, pp. 16-17 noted that these figurines represented a particular way in which the community was mourning the loss of a higher 

authority. It was part of a ceremonial ritual. It ended with the deposition of a votive miniature in the grave. (examples are the Venetic figurines 
and the plastic lead representation of Frög Austria).

22 Gleirscher 2002.  
23 Corazza-Vidri 2001.



Misincinis-Paularo,  in  the  north east  of  Italy.  This  necropolis  has  been systematically excavated by the  

Archaeological  Superintendence of  Friuli  Venezia Giulia  since 1995 and dates  from the VIII  to  the  IV 

century BC24. The necropolis was organized in three small terraces. In these spaces around 180 burials were  

recovered, clustered in several main grave groups. The cremated human remains inserted in pits and disposed 

densely one on top of the others. Few burials were isolated from the others. Others were possibly holding 

two bodies in the same pit.

Burial pit Nr. 18 was discovered in the south-west area of the necropolis. This grave dated between 

the second half of the VI to the beginning of the V century BC. The anthropological and the grave goods 

analysis suggested that the cremated remains belonged to a woman25. The grave goods placed inside the 

burial  pit  consisted in several  fibulae,  bracelets,  pendants,  glass beads and a ribbed cup.  One particular  

pectoral (see pic 1.) caught interest of several scholars because very similar to two high status artefacts found 

in the female burials of St. Lucia near Tolmino (tomb Nr. 89-3383) and in one unknown context from Vače 

(Slovenia)26. These half-moon pendants present an anthropomorphic figure  standing on a main Vögel Barke  

shaped structure27. Four anthropomorphic appliqués, were attached to the main body of the artefact28. For 

Simeoni, the pectoral  found in grave Nr.  18 is a symbol which indicated that  this woman distinguished  

herself for her status and also her cultural function. Moreover, this burial was relatively isolated from the  

others and it was recognizable by a larger pit covered by a stone lab. The latter was interpreted as mark of  

distinction29.

The importance of a half-moon pectoral 

 Several scholars agreed to interpret the owner of this jewellery as a hight status member of this alpine  

society30.  The basic form of the pectoral of Misincinis emulates or derives possibly from the half-moon  

fibulae tradition in use in the Italian peninsula already since the IX century BC. This artefact had a particular 

diffusion in the Oriental alpine area during the VII and the VI century BC. According to Ter žan, half-moon 

fibula fashion could have synthesized the symbolism for birth and death and used to worship the Venetian  

goddess Reitia31. These Hallstatt pectoral forms, possibly evolved through time. On these and similar objects 

it is possible to notice phenomena of hybridization and syncretism of anthropomorphic with more ancient  

zoomorphic elements, especially from the VI century BC onwards.32 Kin groups possibly began to adopt 

foreign cults33. Moreover, all these female burials shared similar characteristics. The owners of these half-

moon shaped pectorals were not in charge of the textile production but they were possibly political and 

24 Corazza Vidri 2001.
25 Corazza -Vidri 2001 2001 Due to conservation and fragmentation of the humane bones, it was not possible to furnish an age to this female 

individual.
26 Corazza -Vidri 2001.
27 Simeoni 2004-2005 p 74 .
28 Ibid 2004-2005 p. 74.
29 Ibid 2004-2005. 
30 Simeoni 2004-2005; Corazza -Vidri 2001.
31 Teržan 1990 pp.72-74.
32 Kossack 1954 p 75. These derived from the arrival of the orientalization process in the central European regions.
33 Simeoni 2004-2005; Vidiri- Corazza 2001 considered possible that this anthropomorphic figurine is associable with the cult of the 'Mistress of the 

beasts ', the Mycenaean divinity Potnia Theron (Πότνια θηρώ). 



spiritual authorities34 . 

Women involved in libations and sacrifices rites

In several burial pits of the necropolis of Misincinis (Italy) it was possible to notice the presence of 

ceramic pots. They were possibly broken on purpose after a libation rite 35. Women were represented in the 

act  of  carrying vessels  or  while  offering liquids  (see pic.  2).  According to  Knüsel women like the one 

depicted on the situla of Vače (Slovenia) were possibly priestesses36. Ladle handles (also called Simpuli), like 

the  one  depicted  in  the  hand of  the  woman  on the  situla  of  Vače,  were  offered  as  votive  artefacts  in 

sanctuaries and springs in the north-east of Italy. These objects were possibly associated with the Venetian  

costume to worship of the springs and its curative properties37. 

According to Eibner, some women performed also sacrifice rites 38. On the belt of Stična (grave Nr. 

30 barrow IV -  Slovenia) IT is possible to observe a possible procession of fifteen men followed by a  

woman (see pic 3.). Between the embossed representations of human beings, there is also a big bird and an  

oversized dog. These two latter animals were possibly the representation of wooden idols39. However, birds 

and dogs remains were found as possible sacrifices victims in funerary and ritual contexts40. The procession 

on the Stična belt was interpreted also as the moment before these animals were sacrificed41. The woman at 

the end of the procession was possibly the priestess. Other scholars consider her even the human sacrifice of  

an ancient rite42. 

The second study case: Barrow BDA 120 from the necropolis of  Frög (Austria):The East Hallstatt 

culture of Frög in Carinthia 

Southern Austria and Northern Slovenia were some of the regions belonging to the East Hallstatt  

culture43. The group of Frög is considered part of it. It developed in the present region of Villach in lower 

Carinthia  (Austria) from the  end of  the  Bronze  Age  until  the  V century BC.  This  region  presented  a 

concentration of Hallstatt settlements and burial grounds. The hillfort was possibly located on the Burgberg 

near Rosegg and was possibly the most important settlement in the region44. 

The Necropolies of Frög near Rosegg and the female cremations found inside the barrow BDA 120 

The Frög cemetery extends  in  the  township  of  Rosegg in  south-east  Austria.  This  funeral  area 

comprises approx. between 500-600 tumuli excavated between 1883 and 1892. The site was damaged by 

robbery antiquarians of the 19th-20th century.

The more  ancient  barrows belonged to single  clans  or  families.  The bodies  were cremated  and 

34 Fath & Glinz-Hüsken 2011, Weaving tools such looms weights, spindles whorls were absent elements also from the grave goods found in the 
burial Nr 18 of Misincinis (Italy).

35 Corazza Vidri 2001 p.35.
36 Knüsel 2002.
37 Terzan 2004.
38 Eibner 2000-2001.
39 Gleirscher 2011 p.29.
40 See the description of the ritual cave of Durezza-Schachthöhle near Villach (Austria) Gleircher P. 1997.
41 Gleircher 2002 p.57. 
42 Teržan 2006 p. 268-269 in Garbrovec, Kruh, Murgelj -Teržan, 2006 Stična II/1.
43 This therm defines the cultural groups who lived in south-east Austria, Czech and the Slovakian Republic, Slovenia and Hungary during the early 

Iron Age. The cultural belonging to it were: the Kalenderberg Group, the culture of north-east and south -west of Pannonia, the lower Carniolan 
Group, the Sulmtal Group and finally the Frög group.

44 Gleirscher 2011 pp. 106-7.



inserted in  urns.  With the consolidation of power and control  over the  commercial  roots  of  the VII-VI 

century BC, warriors elite were buried individually under single barrows 45. The majority of tumuli were 

made of earth and stones and had a round or even polygonal shaped wooden chamber 46. The layout of this 

East-Hallstatt cemetery is similar to those recovered in the Sulmtales in the Burgenland  region  or those 

belonging to the Kalenderberg culture (modern southern-western Slovakia)47. 

Paul Gleirscher reopened one of these tumuli in 2002. The burial mound under investigation was the 

one classified as BDA 120 and dated to the VII century BC. It was partially robbed-out and excavated during 

the XIX century. Although the south-west corner of this barrow resulted to be seriously disturbed, the central  

burial chamber remained almost intact. This contained the cremated remains of two women inserted into 

wooden urns48. Anthropological researches on the cremated remains, found in the first urn, proved that this  

female individual had a fragile constitution and died at the age of 5049. Her grave goods consisted in A few 

fibulae, a highly decorated necklace, bronze rings, four pairs of bronze bracelets, feet ornamental jewellery 

with geometrical appliqués, and a significant pectoral with spiral motives (see pic.4)50. Urn Nr. 2 contained 

also the cremated remains of another possible woman. She had a strong constitution and died at the same age 

of the first woman. This opened a debate whether this individual was in reality a man. Her urn was adorned 

with two pins and two loom whorls. According Gleirscher, these cremated human remains belonged to of an 

important woman with her servant51. 

In the grave chamber, there were the remains of a loom with its weights. Between the symposium objects 

there  was  a  decorated  cylindrical  naked  vessel  with  stylized  representation  of  human  beings  and 

anthropomorphic and zoomorphic lead figurines52. These object present important iconographic elements. 

They were placed to honour one or possibly two important persons (possibly these two women in the urns?). 

The pectoral and the priestess

The pectoral found in the first urn (pic. 4) is similar to the jewellery example found in Misincinis (pic 1)  

- Italy and to others Half moons pectorals recovered in Austria and Slovenia. These objects respected a fix 

iconographic scheme. This was possibly inspired by the structure of a vertical or warp-weighted loom.  A 

group of German scholars noticed the analogy between a pectoral, found in another female grave of the same 

burial ground of Frög (Nr. BDA168), with the depiction of a loom visible on a Greek attic red ware vessel  

known as Skyphos des Penelope Malers53. 

The jewellery found in grave BDA 120 at Frög was possibly commissioned by an important authority to 

an Etruscans craftsman (see pic 4). It appears different from the others pectorals. However, all the elements  

visible  in  a  loom structure  are  visible.  Furthermore,  if  we  apply the  same observations  to  the  pectoral 

45 Gleirscher 2011 pp 104-106 
46 Gleirscher 2002 p.45; Modrijan 1957 p. 37 added that in few cases incineration were placed in simple pits.
47 Modrijan 1957 p.37.
48 Gleirscher 2002, 2009 p. 203. 
49 Gleirscher 2011 p. 53
50 Gleirscher 2002 pp. 47-48; -ibid 2011; Gleirscher 2009 p. 203.
51 Gleirscher 2011 p 55.
52 Modrijan 1957 p.35; Aigner-Foresti noted that these figurines represented a particular way in which the community was mourning the loss of a 

higher authority. It was part of a ritual which ended with the deposition of the votive miniature in the grave (1980 pp. 16-17).
53 See pic nr in Fath-Glunz-Hüsken 2011 p. 259.



recovered in Misincinis, it is also possible to propose a possible symbolism that concerns all these elements.  

On the artefacts recovered in Italy, it is possible to observe  an  anthropomorphic deity on top of a  Vogel  

Sonnen Barke with  four  anthropomorphic  appliques.  A similar  elements  order  is  represented in  a  more 

elementary and  schematic  art  forms  (with  triangles,  circles  and  spirals)  also  in  earlier  similar  objects.  

Moreover, triangular motives engraved on ceramic vessels were interpreted like the schematic representation 

of human beings(see pic. 5)54.  It is suggestive to consider these geometrical or anthropomorphic elements, 

(visible on pectorals), the key to understand the symbolism of these objects.  It is possible to notice that  

triangular  or  geometrical  objects,  (similar  to loom weights)  are usually hanging from chains.  These are  

possibly the representations of the threads of human fate to which the possible representations of the 

geometrical or anthropomorphic human beings are connected. If we consider these chains as the 

representations of lives then it becomes reasonable to consider that they are bounded to the top of 

the pectoral. This is always decorated with A symbolic representation of a main deity55.

 Pectorals were transmitting a religious message to people. Perhaps existed a common cult represented 

under different  art  forms between these Alpine and Mediterranean communities.  Several authors already 

proposed that  the  Indo-European myth  of  the  three Moirai  (known also  as  Norse or  Parcae)  was  also 

adopted from these Oriental Alpine areas56.  Few women were entitled to have such artefacts. They were 

status objects related to a female authority able to interpret the signs of the other world.

The weaver and the symbolic importance of the loom

Recent studies noticed that looms were possibly used also as religious objects. Weavers did possibly 

perpetuated prophetic and divination rites through an object like a loom.  Teržan already noticed that the 

loom was possibly used as a moon calendar57.

The woman found in the second urn at Frög was regarded as a possible slave58. However, it is possible to 

speculate that both had an important role in their society. One of these women was possibly a weaver and  

used  the  recovered  loom.  The  weaver  possibly  had  an  active  role  in  the  funerary  function  in  these  

communities. Priestess were possibly able to use the loom as shamanic tool of recreation, as part of the 

funeral  rite.  The  cremations  rite  allowed  transformations  of  the  body.  The  human  remains  were 

consequentially placed into an urn and embellished with grave goods and textiles. The characteristics of the  

deceased were not totally lost. They were possibly woven into a new funeral 'dress'. In the Etruscan culture 

there was the costume to place three funerary cloths over the urn'59. Traces for these elegant garments were 

found in several necropolis in Austria and even over the urns of Frög 60. 

Several scholars also focused their study on the 'relationship weaving patterns in textiles and poetic  

composition and singing' 61. The central motive on the ceramic vessel found in the tomb 27 of Sopron shows 

54 Eibner 2000-2001 p. 124.
55 This upper part of these pectorals usually is decorated with the schematic depiction of an ancient divinity (like sun boats, spirals, or 

anthropomorphic figurines - see the pectorals of Misincinis).
56 Bartoloni 2008 p. 7.
57 Teržan 1996and 2004 p.222.
58 Gleirscher 2002; Ibid 2011. 
59 Von Eles P. 2002 p. 154 (cites Paul Festi L. p. 369). 
60 Modrijan 1957 p. 41, Tomedi 2002 pp. 525-529. 
61 Bonfante 2011 p. 241.



a woman working with the loom, but also a musician and three worshippers (see pic 6.) Musicians and bards 

were possibly very important in these communities. It is possible that these individuals were able to inspire,  

through their art, the ’new dress’ patterns woven for the deceased persons62.

Women as warriors 

Anthropological analysis on the human remains did prove that warriors equipments (such as toilet sets, 

knifes and spears) were found also together with accreted female individuals in central European Iron Age  

burial  contexts63.  The  definitive  evidence  for  female  warriors  graves  was  not  yet  recovered  in  these 

communities. In the past excavations in the Necropolis of Frög, for example, the majority of the funeral  

context interpreted as double burials (on the base of the recovered grave goods), were recorded without a  

proper  stratigraphic  methodology.  Most  interpretations  regarded  the  female  remains  as  a  sacrifice 64. 

According to Eibner, it is possible that women acted also as warriors 65. 

The Easter regions of the Hallstatt culture were reached by Scythian influences around the VII century 

BC66.  These cultures were also known for their  female  army.  These were generally remembered as the  

Amazons67.  Their  burials  were identified.  These were characterized from objects usually found in male  

burials68. Ancient authors acknowledged that Iron Age women were riding horses even in central Europe. 

Similar representations were observed also on the Hallstatt vessels of Sopron (Hungary) which dated more  

or less to the same period of the Amazons69. Several double burials or male warrior graves excavated in 

upper Austria and Bavaria, resulted to belong to single and important women insetead70. 

The third study case: the woman in the grave Nr. 27 Narrow Nr. 48 of Stična (Slovenia)

Introduction to the research area: The Hallstatt cultures in the south-east regions of the Alps 

The beginning of the Iron Age in Slovenia was characterized by a general change in the burial 

costumes of the oriental regions of the Urnfield Culture. This happened between the VIII and VI century  

BC71.  In  the  late  Bronze  Age  single  tumulus-burial  could  contained  with  up  of  200 cremations.  They 

belonged to a single clan. The cremation rite was partially replaced by the inhumation practice in the early  

stages of the Iron Age. The bodies within the barrow were disposed in circle or over a possible ancient  

founder grave72. From Late Hallstatt (from the VII- VI century BC) founder burials were no longer in the 

middle of ancient tumuli.  They were characterised by a larger burial chamber enriched with prestigious  

import goods and weaponry. In these tumuli, there were also aristocratic female burials. There women were  

buried with  outfits made of glass beads, golden jewellers.73. 

The necropolis of Stična and the female individual inhumated in Grave Nr. 27 of barrow Nr. 48

62 Ibid 2011 p. 241.
63 Jürgen Hald 1996 cited in Alliger 2007 p.3.
64 Tomedi 2002.
65 Eibner 2000-2001 p.128.
66 Gleirscher 2002
67 Rolle 1989 pp. 86-87, Rolle 1998 , ibid 2011; Parker Pearson 1999 p. 100; Eibner 2000-2001 p.128. Rolle 1989 p. 86 Hippocrates and Herododus 

left us with a detailed description of the female warrior order called Oiorpata. Herodotus (IV, 10) noted that this term derived from the words 
Oior (man) and pata (kill).

68 Parker Pearson 1999 p. 10.
69 Jones-Blery 2008 p. 42.
70 Alliger 2007.
71 Turk 2004 pp. 413-17.
72 Turk 2004 p. 414; Križ 2004.
73 Križ B.2004 pp. 421-426; Guštin M & Preložnik A. 2005.



The last female example described in this article comes from the necropolis of Stična which extends 

southward of the hill fort of  Virski cvinger near  Stična in Slovenia 74. The ancient hillfort is one of the 

largest prehistoric settlements belonging to the Dolenska Hallstatt group75 .. The large cemetery complex 

consists of 125 visible barrows76. These tumuli could contain up to 400 individuals and were used from the 

VIII to the V century BC 77. The large barrow Nr 48 is one of the biggest grave mount in the necropolis of  

Stična.  Its  investigation  begun  in  1946  and  ended  after  several  campaigns  in  1964.  181  graves  were 

recovered together with horses’ burials78. Grave Nr. 27 was one of the most central burial placed under the 

barrow. The buried human remains belonged to a highly-ranked woman buried in a wooden coffin and 

covered with two stone slabs79. This woman wore an elaborate dress with golden earrings and a gold beaded 

necklace. She was 18 or 25 years of age when she died. There was also a golden diadem on her head, and 

several fibulae, arms and feet bracelets, four pottery vessels80. Nevertheless, scholars consider possible that 

she had a particular cultural function in her kin group81.

The presence of golden jewellery in female graves in Iron Age Slovenia

The importance of women as members of the ruling elite of a community was already noticed in the 

barrows of the group of S. Lucia Tolmino/Svetolucijska already by end of the Bronze Age around X century 

BC82.  Important  female  individuals  burials  began to  reappear  also  in  the  archaeological  records  of  the 

Dolenska region around the VII century BC. Some female human remains (buried with prestige and gold  

grave goods) were interpreted as members of the ruling elite or also as representative of the ritual sphere 83. 

Their burials were enriched by golden decorations, spindle whorls and fibulae  84. In several female burial 

contexts also sceptres occurred between their grave goods85. Most of the times, these female graves were 

lying in circle around a main burial. In other cases, women inhumations were also found buried in the centre  

of big barrows. This could be interpreted as a sign of a considerable prestige and position of power in that  

society86. 

The presence of a golden pair of earrings associated with female graves was considered a confirmation 

of these women status87. According to Teržan that just the 2% of the female burials in the Hallstatt necropolis 

got these jewellery. Similar earrings were on the female deity and women representations on the Kultwagen 

of Strettenweg (see pic 7.). The women who wore this jewellery had a religious and political function in their  

communities88.

74 Dular-Tecco Hvala 2007 p.167; Gleirscher 2002 pp. 53-55.
75 Tecco Hvala 2004 p.165; Gleirscher 2002 p. 53.
76 Dular, Tecco, Hvala 2007 p.167.
77 Dular, Tecco, Hvala 2007 p.126.
78 Gabrovec, Kruch, Murgelj, Teržan 2006 pp. 14-15.
79 Gabrovec,Kruch, Murgelj,Teržan 2006 p. 32.
80 Gabrovec,Kruch, Murgelj, Teržan 2006 see catalog details pp.32-36 and Guštin Preloznik 2005 p. 117 and p. 309.
81 Dular, Tecco, Hvala 2007.
82 Turk 2004 p. 412, Few women had by special pendants which were interpreted as a sign that connected the individuals to the ritual sphere. 
83 Guštin Preloznik 2005 p.115 See Stična 48/27; Dular, Tecco Hvala 2007 p. 2, 46.
84 Dular, Tecco Hvala 2007 p.246; Teržan 1996 p. 524.
85 See description of the female individual found in the barrow Nr.13 grave 15 of Brezje in Guštin & Preložnik 2005 p.115. 
86 Dular, Tecco Hvala 2007 p. 246 makes the example of female graves from Kapiteljska njiva at Novo Mesto, 10/1 from Sajevce and the grave 1/5 

from Špiler at Libna.
87 Teržan 2003 p. 69; 2004 p. 227.
88 Teržan 2003 pp. 68 - 69; Teržan 2001.



Conclusions

In the last decade, most of the scholars did recognise that women had important cultural gender roles in  

these Early Iron age societies. This evidence derives from a new approach towards burials and grave goods  

analyses.  This  was  conditioned  also  by a  different  conception  of  females’ roles  in  these  proto  historic 

societies. The reconsideration of certain burials data allowed to reconsider women as possible political and 

religious authorities in their societies, especially between VII and V century BC.

Artefacts found between the grave goods have mostly a symbolic and ritual value once deposited into  

the burial. Behind the general shape of certain pectorals, it is possible to recognise the structure of a loom 

and  understand  its  importance  in  funeral  and  religious  contexts.  Weaponry  finds  and  anthropological 

researches on human remains in single and double burials need to be re discussed. The symbolism on the  

graves good found in Italian and central European Iron Age graves proved that these populations meant to  

imitate their  Mediterranean neighbours in many social aspects.  Nevertheless, the manner in which these  

object were produced prove also the intention to detain single characteristics proper to each kin groups. 

The studies conducted in these years on high status burial allowed to visualize more fluid society 

where even the gender roles were not as rigid as previously thought89. An alternative research method on the 

Early Age  burial  between the  VII  and  the  V century BC was  found thanks  the  detail  analyses  of  the  

symbolism concerning the grave goods. Now, the time has arrived to overcome the old schemes and reach 

new and more detailed interpretation keys to determine the singularities of the societies which lived these  

Alpine areas.
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